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Introduction: Our work is a follow-up to studies publicized at Mednet 2003 [1] and 
Mednet 2004 [2] about evaluation of presentations of health related websites. Last year we 
presented evaluation of only Czech websites. Aim of current work was to evaluate 
methodology of Rankmed (automated system for evaluation of websites) on non-czech 
language websites. Main inclusion criterion was a radiological educational content of the 
website (whole or a considerable part). Secondly, resources were selected with respect to 
covering a whole spectrum of online CME resources (from big portals to one-man-sites). 10 
resources were selected. We compare this group with previously evaluated groups of Czech 
websites.  

Methods: We appraised 10 English-language websites (10 radiological 
educational websites) and 54 Czech health related websites (17 hospitals, 8 medical faculties, 
16 firms and 13 portals). For evaluation was used methodology of system for automatic 
evaluation of web presentation – Rankmed. Methodology of evaluation is based on 20 
parameters, which are divided in 4 groups describing different formal aspects - Presentation, 
Navigation, Function and Credibility). Statistical significance of differences was tested. 

Results: We stated similarity between new tested group (radiological CME 
resources) and previously tested four Czech groups. The most similarity was reached with 
Portals (9 parameters) and with Faculties (8 parameters); similarity with other two groups - 
hospitals and firms – was very low (2 both). Several differences was found in comparison 
with mean value of all Czech resources, the radiological educational resources obtain notable 
better score at parameters of Presentation and at several parameters of Navigation (number of 
steps needed to reach defined information, highlighting of links) and Credibility (presence of 
authorship and date of publication). Substandard score was reached in parameters 
(overlapping of a content of the page out of the screen, presence of foreign language version 
and number of dead links). The correspondence between radiological educational websites 
and Czech sites was reach at parameters availability (very good for both groups, about 99,4%) 
and also at relatively poor faultless of htmlcode.  

Conclusions: We proved that there are significant differences and similarities 
among web presentation of tested group of radiological educational websites and Czech 
health related websites. The interesting finding is similarity among radiological educational 
websites and Czech health portals and educational institutions (medical faculties). Authors 
consider this finding is an evidence of possibility of using of system Rankmed for evaluation 
of foreign language websites, because evaluated foreign websites were, in fact, educational 
portals. 
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